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Don't forget to purchase your hand-
knitted beanie!

 
Dont wait until winter! Purchase online today 

or contact our head office to order. 
 

$20.00 +p&h
 

www.huntingtonstasmania.org.au
phone 6431 3403



Welcome to the first newsletter for 2021. We hope you and

your family have had a wonderful Christmas and New Year.

I love to celebrate the New Year, it is a time of new

beginning and renewing your enthusiasm for the coming

year. As we leave 2020 behind and enter 2021 let us take

time to be thankful for the things we have rather than what

we do not have or cannot do. Despite the challenges

thrown our way in 2020 I am excited for the year ahead

and the opportunity to continue to work with our HD

community as we embark on renewed journeys. Our Board

is currently working on some exciting initiatives which we

hope will improve services across our HD community this

year. Please make a note in your diaries for the National

Conference being held across May /June. (see information

in newsletter). My hope is that the next 12 months will

bring both opportunities and good health to you all.

Best Wishes Pam Cummings

From the President’s Desk

2020/2021 Elected Board members
It is with pleasure we present to you our Board Members who were elected at our

AGM late October 2020. 

Back left: Treasurer - Bek McLean, Secretary - Wendy Weeks, Chair - Pam Cummings
Front left: Vice Chair - Alek Long, Public Officer - Paige Dale



This is a photo of our precious son Paul who has
Huntingtons disease and an acquired brain injury.
Paul lost contact with his friends due to his illness. As
his mother l felt sad for him as he was a wonderful
tradesman and brilliant sportsman before he became
sick. Before Christmas l posted a request on my
Facebook page asking our friends and family to send
him a Christmas card. He was overwhelmed by the
forty plus cards he received. Old school friends and
people he played sport with sent cards to him with
wonderful messages and memories. As we read the 

Our Tasmanian HD Community

cards that all these beautiful people sent, l could see so much happiness in his face and a silent tear in
his eyes.Christmas is a time for caring and Paul certainly received so much through the Christmas cards
he received.Huntingtons disease is at times a painful lonely journey, however we should never
underestimate the kindness of people.     Denise

Huntington's Christmas Celebrations - December 2020 



A gene known as ‘MSH3,’ which encodes a protein involved in fixing and maintaining our DNA, has become a hot

topic in Huntington’s research since being implicated as a key driver of the disease by multiple genetic studies. In a

recent publication, a team of scientists from the National University of Ireland, Galway, have provided insights as to

how the MSH3 protein is controlled within our cells, which could help to inform the design of drugs aimed at slowing or

even preventing HD.

MSH3 – the double-edged sword
The MSH3 protein molecule works by correcting genetic mistakes and protecting our genomes against the continuous

onslaught of DNA damage that they face on a day-to-day basis. It does this by scanning along our DNA, looking for

errors and recruiting other proteins to help fix them in a process called ‘mismatch repair.’

The processes by which our cells repair and maintain our DNA code are attractive avenues for developing new

Huntington’s disease therapies.

As you may know, Huntington’s disease is caused by an unusually long stretch of repeating ‘C’-‘A’-‘G’ DNA bases (the

building blocks of the genetic code) within a gene called “huntingtin”. In the brain areas affected by HD, this stretch of

repetitive DNA is ‘unstable’ - meaning that more repeat units might be added throughout life. We call this process

‘DNA repeat expansion,’ or somatic instability. For most repeat expansion diseases like HD, the longer the stretch

becomes, the worse the disease symptoms get.

 

When MSH3 comes across this CAG repeat in our DNA, it recognises it as an error and tries to fix it, but instead

introduces even more repeats - making matters even worse! 

So how can we prevent this?

If we could make a drug that stops MSH3 from making this mistake, we could slow or prevent the repeat expansion

process, which in turn we hope could slow down the disease – or even stop it dead in its tracks… But how can we do

this without disturbing MSH3’s normal function of protecting our genetic code? Normally, when DNA repair genes are

missing, all sorts of problems can arise through the accumulation of DNA

damage – like cancer, for example. What’s really exciting about MSH3 is that, unlike other DNA repair proteins that

are known to be involved in the repeat expansion process, completely getting rid of MSH3 does not seem to have

many negative side effects. It has a great cover system arranged for when it’s not there - making it an

ideal druggable target.

So what’s new?

“If we could make a drug that stops MSH3 from making this mistake, we could slow or prevent the repeat expansion

process, which in turn we hope could slow down the disease – or even stop it dead in its tracks ”

Our cells can make the MSH3 protein work slower by adding a chemical signature called an acetyl group, and can

make it work faster by removing the acetyl group. Since MSH3 working faster would mean more rapid DNA repeat

expansion, scientists want to prevent the erasure of this acetyl mark. Previous studies suggest a protein

called HDAC3 is involved in the removal process. The Laheu lab at the National University of Ireland, Galway, tested

a drug in human cells that stops HDAC3 from working properly, and looked at its effect on DNA repeat expansion.

 

Uncovering the dark side of DNA repair to design HD treatments

A gene called MSH3 helps to repair our DNA, but in HD it can
slip up and cause CAG repeats to lengthen. Researchers have

uncovered new information about how MSH3 activity is
controlled, opening the door to new therapeutic avenues.

By Emma Bunting December 22, 2020
Edited by Dr Leora Fox and Dr Rachel Harding



What did they find?

They found that the drug halted CAG repeat expansions in human cells, and, most 

importantly, they found it did not affect other important DNA repair activities, suggesting 

this therapy would not come at the cost of increased cancer risk. The researchers also 

used this drug to understand more about how HDAC3 controls MSH3 activity. 

Protein molecules have special signals called ‘Nuclear Localisation Sequences’ 

(or ‘NLS’ for short), which act like a postal code that directs proteins to the nucleus 

where our DNA is kept. They realised that the acetyl mark alters MSH3’s postal code, 

directing it out of the nucleus where it can no longer drive DNA repeat expansions.

So what does this all mean?

Overall, their study suggests a new regulatory mechanism for DNA 

repeat expansions through removal of acetyl groups from MSH3 by 

HDAC3. This may provide an explanation for why patients with certain 

versions of MSH3 have slower disease progression, if, for example, 

their acetyl group is more difficult to remove.

 

 

 

 

How does the drug reduces DNA repeat expansion? When an Acetyl group (Ac) is added to MSH3 it is directed out of

the nucleus where it cannot access the CAG repeat – hence halting repeat expansions. HDAC3 normally removes

this acetyl group (Ac), allowing MSH3 to stay in the nucleus and drive expansions. When scientists treat the cells with

this drug, HDAC3 is no longer able to erase the Acetyl mark (Ac), meaning MSH3 gets stuck outside the nucleus

where it cannot access the CAG

repeat. Schematic made with BioRender. Understanding disease mechanisms in this way opens doors for the design

of drugs aimed at slowing down the DNA expansion process (and in turn, the disease itself) –

particularly since they claim HDAC3 inhibition does not affect the core function of DNA mismatch repair. The drug

they used in this study is powerful, selective and fairly well studied, so may already be a promising clinical candidate

in itself. That said, messing with HDAC’s can have all sorts of other unwanted effects in cells. We would need to

make sure drugs targeting HDAC3 are safe with limited sideeffects. What’s more, we would need to come up with a

way of delivering the HDAC3 inhibitor to the deep regions of the brain that are affected in Huntington’s disease, which

tends to be pretty difficult.

In summary, their work shows promise, but much more work needs to be done before we can get excited about this

as a potential therapy.

The author and editors have no conflicts of interest to declare. 

For more information visit https://en.hdbuzz.net/297 

 







Congratulations to HDYO's Founder Matt Ellison who has been awarded an MBE
in the Queen's New Year Honours List 2021!

 
An MBE is one of the highest honours that people in the UK 
can receive. You have to be nominated for services to your 
area and you go to Buckingham Palace to receive it from 
the Queen.

Here's what Matt had to say: "What a wonderful surprise it 
was to get the call from the Government saying I was being 
given an MBE. At first I didn't believe it (in fact it took me a 
long time to actually believe this is true) but I am honoured 
to receive such a prestigious honour for my work creating 
the Huntington's Disease Youth Organisation (HDYO).

I grew up with my father having HD. I had great difficulties coping in a family with HD, so I left school
at 13 due to the stress of HD on my life. I was 21 when my father passed away. I had already tested
positive for HD and knew I will get it at some point in my life.

I realised looking back that my childhood was hugely impacted by my father having HD and yet
services for young people in HD families globally were non-existent. So I set about creating a charity,
HDYO, to support and educate young people in HD families across the world.

HDYO launched in 2012 and has been a wonderful success since. HDYO's website and educational
videos have had millions of visits. Around 6,000 young people and families have contacted HDYO
from over 90 countries in that time.

I’m especially proud of our youth support/educational camps and events which have been held in
Europe, North America, Australia and New Zealand and South America. Over 600 young people
have attended those events at no expense to themselves or their family.

HDYO was and is not just my effort but has had hundreds of volunteers (most of them young people
from HD families) who have all contributed to what HDYO is and I am honoured to work with these
people every day.I love the work that I do, I love HDYO for what it has become for young people and
families and I love the HD community that HDYO seeks to help.I am proud of what I have achieved
with HDYO and I am also fortunate to be in this position and embrace this. I hope my father would be
proud too and I’m so thankful for my family, my wife Marianna and son Joey, who keep me humble
every day and my mother for putting up with me during my teen years!

This award not only is an honour for me personally but also for HDYO and the services it offers
young people and families. This is a prestigious award for a charity that punches well above its
weight each year. Much love"

Congradualtions to Matt on his award.
 



As many of you may be aware, May is the awareness month
for Huntington's Disease Internationally. 

 
Our Board Members and volunteers are already in full swing organising events and
murchandise to help raise awareness an funds for Tasmanians and their families

with this incurable disease. 
 

Light it up 4 HD has been one of our more sucessful events with Tasmanian
buildings being recgognised on an international level. If you or someone you know
has a building or Tasmanianin icon they would like to light up please contact our

head office. 
 

Keep an eye on our social media and website for upcoming events.

International Awareness Month

Head Office

Office 4, Brownell Place

11 Wilson Street 

Burnie, TAS 7320

 

www.huntingtonstasmania.org.au

Phone (03) 6431 3403

Email:  huntingtontas@outlook.com.au




